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CHAPTER 3
GODS ON WALLS: A CASE OF INDIAN INFLUENCE ON CHINESE LAY RELIGION?

Valerie Hansen

The parallels between earthly administrators and bureaucratic gods have struck most observers of nineteenth- and twentieth-century Chinese religion.¹ Like government officials, Chinese gods have been thought to hold office for a specified term, to respond to orders from above, and to behave with the caprice of officials everywhere. At the top of the two hierarchies are the human emperor and his divine counterpart, the Jade Emperor; at the bottom, the district magistrates and their divine equivalents, the wall-and-moat gods (ch'eng-huang shen), often called city gods.² Office-holding gods appear quintessentially Chinese. Who besides the Chinese would imagine a heaven peopled by godly bureaucrats?

The ancient Chinese conceived of a bureaucratically organized pantheon, but the assumption of positions as monastic guardians or as wall-and-moat gods by local deities was a relatively late phenomenon. Local gods who held office did not exist in classical times, and they certainly postdated the introduction of Buddhism in the early centuries A.D. The rise of local gods who held office reflected the influence of Indian Buddhism in general and, I will argue, the cult to one Indian god, Vaiśravaṇa, in particular. The evidence is admittedly far from conclusive, but to me it is sufficiently persuasive to set down here.

Like many other religious changes, the introduction of this type of deity took place during the T'ang and became standardized with the massive increase in title granting by the Sung government. Both Vaiśravaṇa and the wall-and-moat gods were associated with walls. The texts cited in this chapter do not always specify where exactly the temples of these gods were located, however. Sometimes, the sources say, the temples were next to gates, sometimes in watchtowers above gates (ch'eng-lou), or sometimes on the northwest corner of the walls.³ The temples could have been built on fortifications that did not provide entry into the city; they could as well have been in lean-to structures propped against the city walls.⁴ Wherever their exact location, they were always on or by walls. A visitor to a building with a shrine to either Vaiśravaṇa or the local wall-
and-moat god might not know the identity of the god, but the visitor would know the task of the deity was to protect the edifice or city. Local residents were more likely to know the names and even the preapotheosis biographies of the deity. The gods to be discussed in this chapter performed their task of guarding a city, monastery, or building, even when their devotees did not know their names.5

In the period before the T'ang, Buddhist and Taoist practitioners and their Confucian counterparts, government officials, regularly attacked indigenous deities and tried to replace them with new gods.6 In the next phase stories were told of itinerant monks who converted local gods to Buddhism: previously carnivorous deities acknowledged the superiority of Buddhist teachings and eschewed meat offerings. Then, sometime during the seventh and eighth centuries, Chinese began to put images of the Indian god Vaiśravana (in Chinese, Pi-sha-men) on the walls or by the gate of any edifice they wanted him to protect.

In the fourth phase Vaiśravana seems to have become the prototype first for monastic guardians (ch'i-eh-lan shen) and then for wall-and-moat gods. Buddhists began to appoint local deities to positions watching over their monasteries: the stories about Kuan Yu's appointment at Yü-chüan monastery pin this development down to the ninth and tenth centuries. Soon Taoists and Confucian administrators constructed their own pantheons. The association of Vaiśravana with walls suggests that the rise of wall-and-moat gods in the late T'ang and Sung also followed Vaiśravana's lead. In the Sung the Taoist clergy began to re-label the gods. Relabeling the gods meant that the Taoist clergy could claim to rule over the gods. By assigning the gods to their positions as gods of walls and moats, the clergy made these office-holding gods subordinate to the higher gods in Taoist pantheons. So the clergy could claim, but their claims alone did not mean that the laity accepted the rankings implied by the new labels.

SUPPRESSING THE GODS

Conflict marked the pre-T'ang legacy of relations between China's three organized religions and local gods. Starting even before the unification of the empire in 221 B.C. and continuing in later periods, Confucian officials challenged indigenous gods to contests of power, tore down their temples, and encouraged the worship of former administrators in their stead. Similarly, in the early fourth century, members of the Celestial Masters sect sought to distinguish impure local gods from pure, and thus more powerful, Taoist ones. And Buddhists alerted local deities to the dangers of a meat-eating diet and occasionally even administered lay vows to them. The Confucian, Buddhist, and Taoist justifications for and means of taming local gods differed, but their ultimate goal was the same: they wanted to transform local practices into something less bloodthirsty than what had existed before.

In the predynastic period, representatives of the central government sought to control the different hazards of the wilderness, usually by expelling the wild tigers who preyed on local people or by channeling the waters that periodically flooded. At the same time they moved against local gods of whose cults they did not approve. Before Li Ping could complete his irrigation works in Szechwan, for example, he had to fight a local river god in hand-to-hand combat.8 The conflicts with indigenous gods that some officials provoked when they dug new irrigation systems suggest that Jean Lévi is right to equate the quelling of natural and divine forces.9 As the uncontrolled rivers must be channelled before an area is safe to live in, so too must the local people and their gods be conquered.

These conquerors could in turn become gods; the local people eventually built a temple to Li Ping.10

Like Confucian officials, the Taoists distinguished sharply between permissible and forbidden local cults. Rolf A. Stein makes a strong case that whatever the Taoists advocated they defined as pure; whatever their rivals did for the support of the local people was impure.11 The Taoists did not hesitate to tear down temples to impure gods or to build temples to pure ones. According to Ko Hung, writing in the fourth century, Ko Hsüan, the mythical founder of the Ling-pao branch of Taoism, defoliated a tree, killed birds, and burned down the temple of an insolent deity.12 A later biography of Hsü Sun, who lived sometime in the third or fourth century, reports that Hsü erected a temple to a female deity who had appeared to him, but he had no compunctions about using wind and lightning to tear down another temple. Once he had uprooted the trees around the shrine, he told the local inhabitants; "I have already exorcised this demonic shrine. You have no need to worship there."13 The same account relates that the people of Ching-yang (Szechwan) so revered their prefect that they built a shrine to Hsü after he resigned and left their district.14

Like their Taoist and Confucian counterparts, Buddhists also attacked local cults. One tale, set at the end of the fourth century, concerns a Buddhist monk who visited a temple in Nan-k'ang (Kiango). The image burst into tears on seeing him; it turned out that the monk was an old friend of his. The image addressed the monk saying, "My crimes are great. Can you absolve me?" The monk recited sūtras and persuaded the god to show its true form. The god then manifested himself as a snake. When he listened to the sūtras, blood came out of his eyes. After seven days the snake expired, and his cult died out too—no doubt to the delight of the monk, who would have been pleased at the superior strength of Buddhism.15 Bernard Faure has argued that several similar tales about
monk-snake encounters show the superior power of Buddhist teaching, which offered a higher understanding of reality, over unruly local gods.16

When officials in later periods advocated a strategy of suppression, they often cited the example of Ti Jen-chieh (630–700), the most famous deity-buster of the T'ang. His biography in the official history claims that, repelled by local religious practices, he tore down 1700 temples in the Chiang-nan region, leaving only temples to genuine ancient heroes, the Great Yü, Wu T'ai-po, Chi Cha, and Wu Tzu-hsü.17 In 688, Ti indignantly asked a local god: “How can you continue to receive unmerited temple offerings and indiscriminately waste livestock? I am empowered to govern this area, and, implementing an urgent request, I order your temple burnt, the platforms leveled, the grass screens eliminated, and the feather canopies reduced to smoke. You should leave quickly and cause no trouble to the people. When this order arrives, treat it as law.”18 Here Ti voices the Confucian distaste for excessive meat offerings—a point on which the Confucians agreed with both Buddhists and Taoists, though on different grounds. Some analysts have suggested that Ti’s outing of Hsiang Yü’s spirit, who was said to have caused the deaths of several magistrates in Hu-chou (Chekiang), showed that government officials were ultimately able to control local religious practices.19 Supporting this view is the list of temples from the first extant Hu-chou gazetteer.20 Ti would no doubt have been heartened to see that the temples still standing in 1202 that claimed a T’ang founding date were to heroes, early settlers, generals, and virtuous officials—just the kinds of gods whose worship he advocated.21

As Ti’s campaign shows, the one-time suppression of local cults was easy to effect. A righteous official or indignant monk could simply summon a group of laborers to dismantle one temple, or 1700 temples, and be done with it. But to sustain the suppression—to prevent the rebuilding of temples or to ban prayer within people’s houses—demanded a level of control that neither clergy nor administrators of the premodern period commanded. Four centuries after Ti had ousted Hsiang Yü’s spirit from the yamen, the cult to him was still active.22 Cults even less to Ti’s liking also survived his suppression. A collection of tales from the end of the eighth century tells of a mountain temple to a Hu-chou woman named Li:

She had mastered techniques of the Way and could walk on water. Her husband grew angry and killed her. Seven hundred years have passed from her death until today, but her appearance is just as if she were alive. She majestically lies on her side. People come from far and near to pray to her. If they are sincere, then they can reach the temple. If they are not, the wind will turn their boats back and they will not reach the temple. These days, her image is bathed and manicured once a month. Every day her body is adorned. Her appearance is soft andpliant, just like someone sleeping. It seems that she attained the Way.23

No doubt the handling of the mummy would have repelled Ti Jen-chieh. The cult survived his suppression, however, perhaps because it was popular with local people or perhaps because it lay in the mountains. Thus, coexisting with the officially approved cults of the T’ang was another stratum of gods, whose cults rose and fell in spite of official and clerical opposition but whose existence remains largely unrecorded because of it.

CONVERTING THE GODS

Increasingly throughout the late T’ang and the Sung, local clergy of whatever stripe began to recast local gods in terms more acceptable to themselves. This shift was neither conscious nor unilateral; attacks on local cults continued as well. At first, individual monks, working on their own initiative, came up with new unsystematized labels for local gods. Much less schooled than the highly learned monks resident in the capital, these monks lived in local communities where indigenous gods were worshipped and, accordingly, had much more incentive to win the support of their devotees.

Epigraphical evidence allows a glimpse of how one such monk proceeded. Sometime during the T’ang dynasty, a monk heard that a local god in Shao-hsing (Chekiang) accepted human sacrifices. The monk went to the god’s temple and began to meditate. The god took many shapes, but the monk did not respond. “Then the god realized his errors and manifested his real body with three attendants. They bowed and converted to Buddhism. They accepted the way of the five precepts [not to kill, steal, commit adultery, lie, or drink] and the three refuges [in the Buddha, dharma, and sangha]. When receiving offerings, they would not consume meat or blood.”24 In this contest between the local god and the Buddhist clergy, the monk’s strength derived from meditation was greater than the god’s own power and made it possible for him to best the god. As in other Buddhist accounts, the monk who had this vision credited the god and his attendants with a suddenly acquired awareness of their sins. We may wonder, though, whether the god’s devotees also knew of his decision to accept only herbivorous offerings.

This tale suggests what in fact became the standard Buddhist approach to dealing with local gods. Often a monk had a dream or vision in which the deity accepted the supremacy of the Buddha. As a result, the god no longer posed a threat. As in the Shao-hsing text, such monks did
not concern themselves with what local devotees thought. The devotees, in turn, may well have continued to view the deity just as they had before—and probably continued to make meat offerings.

One development spanning the Six Dynasties and the T'ang was the introduction of new cults to righteous officials and to Buddhist and Taoist figures. Officials and clergy contended that they had eliminated unclean local cults, and that lay people worshiped only beneficial, vegetarian gods. Once Buddhist proselytizers had eliminated local gods (or at least torn down their temples), they often offered purer alternatives for worship by introducing deities like Kuan-yin (Avalokiteśvara), the bodhisattva of compassion, and circulating miracle tales about them. Unlike other popular gods, Kuan-yin was not identified with or worshiped in just one place. As a bodhisattva Kuan-yin could appear anywhere. Dedicated colophons from Tun-huang manuscripts indicate that the worship of Kuan-yin, Ti-tsang (Kṣitigarbha), and the god of Mount T'ai had become common by the ninth and tenth centuries.

THE CULT TO VAIŚRĀVANA

The centuries that witnessed the rise of the Kuan-yin cult also saw the assumption of office by local gods. The best way to trace this change through the scant sources is first to examine the history of the cult to Vaiśrāvana, an originally Indian god introduced to China from Khotan, where he served as a guardian deity for the Khotanese royal family and kingdom. Indeed, it seems that Vaiśrāvana forms a missing link between the early indigenous Chinese gods and the later office-holding ones. Like the deified humans of earlier periods, such as Li Ping and Hsü Sun, he retained his own identity and was always referred to by a transliteration of his Sanskrit name, Pi-sha-men. Unlike local gods, his temples came to be located all over China (and Japan as well). If one installed a statue of Vaiśrāvana in the northern watchtower of a city or in the main gate of a monastery, then he watched over the designated city or monastery. The history of his cult suggests that the idea of a office-holding deity, specifically a monastic guardian, may have originated in India and entered China via Central Asia.

Because it is impossible to map precisely the history of any cult that entered China before the twelfth century when the first extant gazetteers were written, the initial stages of the history of Vaiśrāvana's cult in China can only be partially reconstructed. Vaiśrāvana was the patronymic of the Indian god of wealth, Kubera, and the god was called by either name. Vaiśrāvana was one of four Buddhist Heavenly Kings from India who presided over the directions (ssu-t'ien-wang; catur mahārāja); he watched over the north of Mount Sumeru. He is often pictured carrying a halberd, money bag, or mongoose; sometimes an attendant carries one of these items for him. The first surviving depiction of him as one of four guardians appears on a railing in Bhārhut, India, and dates to the second century B.C.

From India the cult moved to Central Asia, specifically to Khotan, where the god was called Vaiśrāvana, Vaiśramana, and, more popularly, Vṛṣṭamaṇ. Given Khotan's position to the north of India, it made eminent sense that the guardian of the north should watch over it. Chinese and Tibetan texts tell of the Buddha delegating to Vaiśrāvana the task of protecting the Central Asian kingdom of Khotan. A third-to-fourth-century Khotanese monastery at Rawak, excavated by Sir Aurel Stein, contained a pair of statues who stood by the sides of one gate. Between each statue's legs were the head and buxom chest of a small woman.

This depiction of Vaiśrāvana is a visual reference to the legendary founding of Khotan; the kings of Khotan all claimed descent from Vaiśrāvana. As Hsüan-tsang recounts in his Record of a Journey to the West (Ta T'ang hsi-yü chi) (completed in 646), the founder of the kingdom had no son.

Fearing lest his house should become extinct, he repaired to the temple of Vaiśrāvana and prayed to him to grant his desire. Forthwith the head of the image opened at the top, and there came forth a young child. Taking it, he returned to his palace. The whole country addressed congratulations to him, but as the child would not drink milk, he feared he would not live. He then returned to the temple and again asked [the god] for means to nourish him. The earth in front of the divinity then suddenly opened and offered an appearance like a breast. The divine child drank from it eagerly.

Why show a buxom woman at Rawak and not a breast emerging from the ground? Alexander Soper offers this ingenious explanation: “The outer gate guardians at Rawak in the Khotan vicinity, who were found standing each with the well-developed bust of a diminutive woman rising from the pedestal between his feet, represent an artist’s re-interpretation of this story. A shape like a breast, rising alone out of the earth, would have been a startling sight and one not easy to comprehend; how much better to convey the same idea by showing a traditional mother-figure, like an earth goddess.”

The story of the breast enjoyed wide circulation in eighth-century China. Under the entry for Khotan (Yü-t'ien) in his dictionary, Hui-lin (750–820) summarized Hsüan-tsang's version and then added his own comment: “Today this realm actually is one of four cities in the An-hsi (Kucha) region. Within its walls there is a seven-storied wooden temple to Vaiśrāvana. The deity resides in the upper story of the tower and is
very efficacious." Although Hui-lin indicates that Vaiśravana's image was in a tower on the Khotanese city walls, other depictions from eighth-century Khotan show him flush with the wall, next to a gate. A sculpture from the late-eighth-century shrine at another Khotanese site, Dandan-Uiliq, shows Vaiśravana standing on top of a demon by a doorway. His head is missing, but he carries his characteristic money bag in his right hand. On the lower left is a fresco of a woman with a small boy at her side who appears to want milk, another variation, perhaps, on the earth-breast miracle. In eighth-century Khotan, Vaiśravana was depicted sometimes as a relief figure embedded in a wall by gates, sometimes in watchtowers on city walls.

Vaiśravana—Pi-sha-men, as he was called in Chinese—continued to be associated with walls and gates in China. By the tenth and eleventh centuries, legends circulated in China that suggested the worship of the god had been introduced to China from Khotan and explained why Pi-sha-men's statue always appeared on wall towers, often in the northwest corner of city walls. The ninth-century Ritual Regulations of Pi-sha-men (Pi-sha-men i-kuei), the late tenth-century Biographies of Eminent Monks Compiled in the Sung (Sung kao-seng chuan) and Synoptic History of the Sangha Compiled in the Great Sung (Ta Sung seng-shih lieh), the early twelfth-century Collectanea of the Patriarchal Hall (Tsu-t'ing shih-yuan), and the thirteenth-century General History of the Buddhists and Patriarchs (Fo-tsu t'ung-chi) all contain different versions of the same legend concerning Pi-sha-men's introduction into China by the famous Tantric monk Amoghavajra (Pu-k'ung; var. Takuang-chih) (705-774). Here, in full, is the ninth-century version, entitled "The Heavenly King of the North, the Great Pi-sha-men":

In 742, the five nations of the 'Abassid Caliphate' and Samarkand surrounded the city of An-hsi [Kucha]. On the eleventh day of the second month came a request for troops to save them. The emperor told the Ch'An teacher I-hsing: "Reverend sir, An-hsi has been surrounded by the 'Abassid Caliphate and Samarkand. There is a request for troops. An-hsi is twelve thousand li [four thousand miles] from the capital [now Sian]. The troops will travel eight months before they get to An-hsi. Thus I have no way to help them."

I-hsing said, "Why doesn't your majesty ask the troops of the Heavenly King of the North, Pi-sha-men, to send help?"

The emperor said, "How can I obtain help?"

I-hsing said, "Call the barbarian monk Amoghavajra and you can obtain help."

An edict was issued summoning Amoghavajra to the court. The emperor called the monk for no other reason than that the city of An-hsi had been surrounded by enemy troops of the five nations.

Amoghavajra said, "Your majesty should carry an incense burner to the place where I will conduct the ritual. And your majesty should pray to the Heavenly King of the North to send divine troops to save them."

The emperor quickly entered the ritual area and prayed. Before Amoghavajra had recited the secret words twice seven times, the emperor suddenly saw two to three hundred divine beings wearing armor and standing in front of the ritual area. The emperor asked the monk, "Who are these people?"

Amoghavajra said, "This is Tu-chien, the second son of Pi-sha-men, the Heavenly King of the North. He will lead the heavenly soldiers to save An-hsi and accordingly has come to take his leave."

The emperor provided food offerings and sent them off.

Then, in the fourth month of that year, a memorial came from An-hsi, which said that at midday on the eleventh day of the second month [the same day the emperor and Amoghavajra had prayed] thirty li [ten miles] to the northeast of the city dark clouds and fog had appeared. In the fog were beings whose bodies were one chang [ten feet] tall. About three to five hundred beings all wore gold armor. After dusk came the sound of drums and loud cries. The sound reverberated three hundred li [one hundred miles].

The trembling of the earth and the shaking of the hills stopped after three days. The frightened troops of the five nations all retreated. The soldiers appeared inside the barracks. Moreover, golden rats chewed the strings of their bows and crossbows and destroyed their other weapons so that none could be used.

There were some old men unable to flee. The troops I was in charge of wanted to hurt them. From the sky came a voice that said, "Let them go. Killing is not allowed." After a moment we looked back and saw a great bright light above the northern gate tower of the city. Pi-sha-men, the Heavenly King, had manifested himself above the tower. He looked like the portraits of the Heavenly King."

This is a dramatically compelling story. In a time when it would have taken troops eight months to get to An-hsi and it took two months for a memorial to arrive, only Pi-sha-men's troops could arrive quickly enough to save the surrounded city. The drama is heightened by the two months' lapse between the emperor's vision of Pi-sha-men and the confirmation of his appearance in An-hsi. Once again, a monk plays the decisive role in introducing the worship of a new god; Amoghavajra's identification of the figure who appears as Pi-sha-men's son is crucial to the story. His rats infiltrate the ramparts around the enemy camp, and he himself chooses to appear above the northern(!) gate tower of the city.

In fact, the tale is too exciting to be true. Matsumoto Bunzaburo provides five reasons why the events of this tale could not have happened in 742. The most damning among them are that Amoghavajra was not in China between 741 and 746 and that I-hsing (b. 683) died in 727. Other legends linking the introduction of the cult to Pi-sha-men with Khotan also circulated in the Sung. One eleventh-century catalogue of
paintings reports that an emissary to Khotan, sent to the T'ang emperor Hsuan-tsung to copy a portrait of Vaiśravana, painted it in 725 for the temple in K'ai-feng.49

Do these Sung legends contain any elements of truth? Although the episode of Pi-sha-men's manifestation above the gate tower could not have taken place in 742, his cult did exist in China at the time. The god figures prominently in The Golden Light Sūtra (Swarnaprabhāsā-sūtra), which Dharmarakṣa first translated into Chinese at the beginning of the fifth century. Pi-sha-men was worshiped in his own right by around 600. Two of the guardian kings at fifth-century Yün-kang cave 8 who grasp lances in one hand and possibly purses in the other might be Pi-sha-men. The remains of what may have been stone breasts lie at their feet.50 The first certain depiction of Pi-sha-men in China dates to the early T'ang (or slightly before) and is at Lung-hsing monastery, Chiang-hsia, Szechwan, suggesting that the cult came first to northwest China from Central Asia. As at Ravak, a small female figure stands between Pi-sha-men's legs.51 And the first textual evidence outside the Buddhist canon is from the official histories: the nickname of Chien-ch'eng, a son of the founder of the T'ang, emperor Kao-tsu (r. 618–626), was Pi-sha-men.52 The official histories do not explain why he had this nickname, but it is possible that the T'ang emperors looked to Pi-sha-men to protect their ruling house in the same way he was thought to protect the Khotanese.53 Whatever the reason, Chien-ch'eng's nickname testifies to the importance of the deity Pi-sha-men in the early seventh century.

The linking of Amoghavajra and the cult to Pi-sha-men in the legend is significant. Amoghavajra did translate the Heavenly King Pi-sha-men Sūtra (Pi-sha-men t'ien-wang ching), a shortened version of The Golden Light Sūtra.54 Amoghavajra played a real role in the religious exchanges between Khotan and China, actively propagating the worship of Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra. Raoul Birnbaum calls Amoghavajra "one of the most extraordinary figures in the history of Chinese Buddhism: charismatic speaker and passionate teacher, tireless translator and effective writer, ritual master and magician, advisor and preceptor to three emperors, builder of major temples, transmitter and consolidator of tantric teachings in China.55 Linguistic evidence testifies that the cult came into China from Khotan. The T'ang pronunciation of Pi-sha-men, Bhi-sha-man, represented the Chinese transcription of the Khotanese popular form, Vṛśīṣamān.56

The cult continued to spread in the succeeding century. A time of frequent contact with Khotan, the eighth century—with its fighting, epidemics, and chaos—prompted a sense that the end of a cosmic era was imminent, and both the Candragarbha-sūtra (Yueh-tsing ching) and the Sūryagarbha-sūtra (Jih-tsing ching) argued that Khotan was the one place where the law would be protected.57 As Khotan acquired a reputa-


tion as a center for Buddhist studies, many Chinese flocked there. On their return journeys, they brought back texts prophesying the end of the kalpa, such as Fa-ch'eng's (ca. 780–860) 851 translation of Sākyamuni Buddha's Record of the Total Destruction of the Counterfeit Dharma Era (Shih-chia-mou-ni ju-lai hsien-ja mieh-chin chih-chi), in which Pi-sha-men leads a group of monks to a safe haven.58

Epigraphical evidence from the ninth century reveals that, as Pi-sha-men entered China, his iconography changed. In India he carried a lance, money bag, or mongoose. In China he holds a spear or trident in his right hand and a stūpa in his left. An 839 inscription from a temple to Pi-sha-men in Flourishing T'ang (Hsing-t'ang) monastery begins by saying; "He who is Pi-sha-men, the Heavenly King, is the emissary of the Buddha. He grasps a crooked spear (wu-kou) in his right hand, and his left hand holds up a stūpa."59 A fragmentary 882 text from Kung-hsien, Honan, quotes a stūra as saying; "The north has a god called Pi-sha-men. He obtained salvation in Khotan. His body is that of a king. The god's achievements [gap in text]. . . . [His left hand] grasps a gold spear; the right holds a stūpa." The text continues; "[The devotees] reverently erected his image to the left of the three gates. Above he protects the dharma (fo-fa) and brings peace to the empire (kuo-t'u)."60 As in Khotan, Pi-sha-men's function was not only to serve as guardian of the dharma but more generally to serve as guardian of the empire as well. Similarly, The Golden Light Sūtra had promised his protection for those who patronized Buddhist teaching.

Many depictions of Pi-sha-men found at Tun-huang confirm the standardization of his iconography by the tenth century. A few woodblock prints from Tun-huang suggest that Pi-sha-men was worshiped both as one of the four guardian kings and as a deity in his own right. Four unbound paintings of the guardian kings were found at Tun-huang along with four pages from the Heart Sūtra and a simple cover. A dedicatory colophon is dated 890. The guardian kings of the east, south, and west carry weapons in both hands, but Pi-sha-men, the guardian of the north, has a trident-shaped staff in one hand and a stūpa in the other.61 So, even when depicted with the other three kings, he stands out as specifically charged with protecting the dharma. A 947 text accompanying a woodblock print of Pi-sha-men from Tun-huang claims: "The northern ruler governs all the bad ghosts and deities of the empire. If one can expel his own faults and pray sincerely, then one may happily receive full protection and good fortune."62 Having so described his purpose, the military governor, Ts'ao Yün-chung, ordered the carving and printing of the text and accompanying illustration.63 Reproduced in fig. 3.1, this print contains many of the standard iconographic features associated with Vaiśravana. He is depicted standing on the hands of the earth goddess; his left hand holds a stūpa while his right hand holds a halberd. The
lower figure to his left holds a mongoose (linking him with Kubera), and the upper figure to his left holds an infant (recalling the legendary founding of Khotan). His daughter, Sr Devi, stands to his right.

The legend of 742 bears another look, not because it was true, but because the commentaries to it reveal so much about the history of the cult in the Sung. T'san-ning (919–1002) added to his version in his Sung Biographies of Eminent Monks Compiled in the Sung: “As a result the emperor ordered an image of this heavenly king to be placed in the watchtowers (ch'eng-lou) of the cities throughout the various circuits.”64 In another work, Synoptic History of the Sangha, Tsan-ning repeated the story under the heading “Heavenly King of Watchtowers” (Ch'eng-tu t'ien-wang):

The emperor accordingly ordered the military governors of the different circuits to each put up and make offerings to an image of the Guardian King and his retinue on the northwest corner of the city walls. He also ordered Buddhist monasteries to place an image in their outer buildings.

Even today, on the first day of each month, the prefectures all present incense, offerings of food, songs, and dancing. They call it making the Heavenly King happy.65

At the beginning of the eleventh century Mu-an Shan-ch'ing wrote: “Today the images are placed on the walls around the prefectural government offices or in monasteries or barracks because of this [miracle].”66 And Chih-p'an added in the mid-thirteenth century: “Today [images of] Pi-sha-men are installed in buildings, in watchtowers, and on barracks because of this [miracle].”67

The story of Amoghavajra and Vaiśravana, like so many other legends, is a just-so tale told to explain a real phenomena: the appearance of Vaiśravana's images in cities, barracks, and monasteries all over China. Southern Sung (1127–1276) gazetteers bear out these commentators' descriptions: those from Yen-chou (Chin-te county, Chekiang), Hang-chow (Chekiang), T'ai-chou (Chekiang), and Fu-chou (Fukien) all list temples to the god in government offices and monasteries. Those in Yen-chou and T'ai-chou were built on the northwestern city walls.68 The discussion above of Pi-sha-men's purported appearance to the emperor in 742 should make us leery of Sung accounts of events taking place in the T'ang and Five Dynasties, but I list them separately because they testify to the geographical spread of the cult to Szechwan, Shansi, and Hopei by Sung times (see table 3.1). So, by the end of the Sung, Pi-sha-men, who had begun his career as a foreign guardian king of the north, had come to serve as a guardian figure all over China.

What was Pi-sha-men doing on the walls or in the gate towers of cities and monasteries? Exactly what an increasing number of wall-and-

---

Figure 3.1. Pi-sha'men with attendants. Tun-huang cave 17, Five Dynasties, dated 947. (Stein Collection, British Museum)
Table 3.1 Pi-sha-men's Miracles According to Sung Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>627–649</td>
<td>Ch'ang-an, Shansi</td>
<td>Pi-sha-men's son, Na-t'uo, appears</td>
<td>SKSC, T 50.791a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>761</td>
<td>Ta-t'ung, Shansi</td>
<td>rebels hide in Pi-sha-men's temple</td>
<td>Suu-ma Kuang, Tsu-chih t'ung-chien (Peking: Ku-chi ch'u-pan-shu, 1956), 222.7109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>795</td>
<td>P'ing-shan, Hopei</td>
<td>Pi-sha-men appears</td>
<td>SKSC, T 50.874a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>860–873</td>
<td>Ch'eng-tu, Szechwan</td>
<td>Pi-sha-men appears and frightens away rebel troops</td>
<td>SKSC, T 50.882a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>870</td>
<td>Shuo county, Shansi</td>
<td>Pi-sha-men appears to descendant of T'ang ruling house</td>
<td>Ch'iu Wu-tai shih (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1973), 25.332–333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>934</td>
<td>T'ai-yüan, Shansi</td>
<td>Pi-sha-men appears on wall</td>
<td>Ch'iu Wu-tai shih           75.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>935</td>
<td>Ta-ming, Hopei</td>
<td>armor named for Pi-sha-men</td>
<td>Ch'iu Wu-tai shih           47.643</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

moat gods and monastic guardians began to do: protecting these places. There are striking similarities among these different gods. People called Pi-sha-men both by his name or by his position, guardian king. The cult to Pi-sha-men grew before the assumption of office by local gods in the ninth and tenth centuries, when woodblock printing came into widespread use. Accordingly, sources are much richer for the end of the T'ang than for the beginning, and thus any chronology must be tentative and any assertion of causation provisional. Nevertheless, the evidence that we do have suggests that the widespread popularity of the Indian god Vaiśrāvana encouraged the spread of monastic guardians and then wall-and-moat gods.

KUAN YÜ: FROM POPULAR GOD TO MONASTIC GUARDIAN

Kuan Yü provides a good example of a god who began as a local god and became a monastic guardian only in the ninth century, after many local gods had taken up office. A hero of the Three Kingdoms period, Kuan Yü died in 219 and was awarded a posthumous title in 260. He does not appear in the the earliest accounts of the founding of Yü-ch'üan monastery by the famous monk Chih-i (538–597), the founder of the T'ien-t'ai school of Buddhism. Chih-i's disciple and biographer Kuan-ting (561–632) says of the site of the monastery that it was formerly desolate and mountainous. The gods, wild beasts, and snakes were ferocious, but Chih-i decided to found a monastery there. A drought occurred that summer, and the local people thought the gods were angry. Chih-i went to the source of the stream and pronounced a spell. Rain followed. What a nice demonstration of the Buddhists' superior strength! Reminiscent of earlier tales about the suppression of indigenous cults, this anecdote highlights the civilizing qualities of Buddhism. Once the monastery had been established, neither animals nor gods posed a threat to the inhabitants. Kuan Yü does not appear in either an early seventh-century inscription nor in one dated 722, which features the Ch' an-teacher Shen-hsiu (606–706) rather than Chih-i.

Given the strength of the Chinese oral tradition, it is always dangerous to assume that the written record provides the only version of a legend, but these early texts indicate that, in the period before local gods took office, Chih-i was perfectly capable of founding the monastery without Kuan Yü's assistance. Kuan Yü makes his debut in a text dated 820, which says that a temple to him is located to the northwest of the monastery. It tells of his appearance to Chih-i, his offer to donate land for the construction of the monastery, and his request that Chih-i leave the site. The same night there was a terrible storm. In the morning a pile of high-quality, neatly stacked lumber appeared, presumably to be used in building the monastery. The minister of works to the military governor of Ching-nan, Yin Pei-chüan, claimed in a text to commemorate a renovation of the temple that Kuan Yü determined "whether the district flourish or declines, whether the annual harvest is plentiful or barren." As a final proof of Kuan Yü's power, Yin reported that a white snake appeared on the building day and that the monks of the monastery all thought it miraculous. This enthusiastic language, so characteristic of inscriptions to popular deities, suggests why Kuan Yü came to be linked to Chih-i's sixth-century founding of the monastery only in the ninth century. He had in the meantime become simply too powerful a local deity for the Buddhists to ignore or to try to suppress.

An inscription from a Soochow monastery tells of another god who, like Kuan Yü, appeared in a vision to donate land to a monastery; the title of this text specifically refers to the deity Ku Yeh-wang as a ch'ieh-lan shen, or monastic guardian. In 944, on the night that a monastery was completed, the spirit of a Six Dynasties official, Ku Yeh-wang, accompanied by two attendants, showed himself to a dreaming carpenter and said: "This is my former residence. It has already fallen into ruins. Today you built a monastery on top of my house. I am very pleased
about this Buddhist monastery. Please put up my image, and I will protect this monastery." The next day the carpenter told two monks what he had dreamt, but they remained skeptical. That night he dreamt again of Ku Yeh-wang, who said: "How can you not believe me? You need only to look where the foundation of the former monastery borders on the water. There is an old stele that will serve as proof." The next day the monks found the stone, were convinced, and put up images of Ku and his attendants. In a 1046 version of the same events, the carpenter has dropped out, and the deity appears to the two monks directly, suggesting that the ch'ieh-lan deities began with the support of local people and the monks gradually overcame their own resistance to them. A quid pro quo is at work in both versions. Because the monastery does not displace the temple, the god's original devotees are pleased. And because the local deity agrees to serve the Buddha as protector, the Buddhists can (and do) claim a superior position.

Accounts about Kuan Yü did not include a similar dialogue between god and monk until the eleventh century, when Chang Shang-ying (1043–1122), a famous lay practitioner of Ch'an Buddhism, wrote a highly embellished version of Kuan Yü's investiture as guardian deity. Kuan Yü assumed various shapes and appeared to Chih-i: "Tigers and leopards howled and paused. Snakes and pythons coiled up and stared. Ghosts and sprites cackled and screamed. With bloody lips and sharp teeth, hair in disarray, spirit solilds were fierce and angry. Of ghastly aspect and hideous substance, one by one, they rapidly assumed a thousand different shapes." The unimpressed monk angrily asked them to identify themselves. Kuan Yü gave a brief account of his life and then said: "I preside over this mountain. I am fond of only what has been killed, and I eat only raw meat." Then he admitted to the monk that his strength had been spent in the contest, offered to donate his hill to him, and, with his son, promised to protect the dharma forever.

Thus it was only in the Sung that Kuan Yü acquired the full biographical accoutrements of monastic guardian and that the conception of the monastic guardian's role had taken shape—so that Kuan Yü in Hupei and Ku Yeh-wang in Kiangsu could bear the same label of ch'ieh-lan shen. The Buddhist guardian deities resembled the wall-and-moat gods in that both were conceived of as slots to be filled by local gods, who sometimes were called by name, sometimes by label.

WALL-AND-MOAT GODS: THE EFFECTS OF GOVERNMENT RECOGNITION

The earliest sources, from the sixth and seventh centuries, refer to wall-and-moat gods only as a type of god similar to a mountain or stream deity. They are simply nameless gods who watch over city walls. Later on, in the ninth and tenth centuries, after many local gods took office, devotees began to think of individual deities as holding the position of wall-and-moat god. They called them either by position (wall-and-moat god of a given place) or by name.

One of the earliest texts to mention the wall-and-moat gods is the official history of the Northern Ch'i dynasty, which describes a battle in 555 for Ying-ch'eng (now Wu-ch'ang, Hupei), where enemy troops blockaded the city: "Everyone had given up hope. The prefect agonized alone, and the people were frightened. Mu-jung Yen led with loyalty and righteousness. Moreover he was pleased to soothe them. Within the city walls, there was one temple, commonly called the wall-and-moat god. Prayer took place there on both official and private occasions. Thus, following the desires of both officers and soldiers, [Mu-jung] led everyone to pray there. They hoped to obtain divine protection." So and so they did: a wind came up, and the troops dispersed, although Mu-jung and his troops were finally defeated. Even though the wall-and-moat god was an indigenous deity, he was thought to perform the same type of miracles Vaiśravaṇa was credited with centuries later. And, like Vaiśravaṇa, his temples were associated with walls. Notice that, because the term ch'eng-huang had not yet come into wide use, this author has to explain who the wall-and-moat god is.

The wall-and-moat god in this tale appears to be a god who presided over the city walls just as other gods presided over mountains and rivers. Even before China was unified in 221 B.C., devotees had made offerings to the walls around cities. The ritual codes of the T'ang suggest the practice continued. Following the 726 controversy in the T'ang court about the advisability of reordering the classical text of The Book of Rites (Li-chi), Chang Yüeh (667–730) was appointed to draft a new code with the help of four scholars. In 732, two years after Chang's death, The Ritual Code of the Kai-yüan (713–741) Period in the Great T'ang (Ta T'ang Kai-yüan li) was issued. Included among its provisions were rituals to be conducted on the local level in the case of too much rain: prayers were to be offered to the gates of the city walls (ch'eng-men) in both prefectures and counties. The Compendium of Administrative Law of the Six Divisions of the T'ang Bureaucracy (Ta T'ang liu-tien; issued in 738) also specifies: "If there is too much rain, [officials of] the capital should honor the several gates. [The ceremony to] each gate should be separated by three days. Each day honor one. If the rain does not stop, then pray to the hills and streams, marchmounts, seas, and rivers. If, after three days, the rain has still not stopped, then pray to the altar of grain (she-ch'i) and the ancestral temples." The inclusion of the city-gate gods in this list suggests that they were just like the gods of the hills and rivers. The term "wall-and-moat" (ch'eng-huang) appears in nei-
ther of these compilations, but Chang Yüeh, the compiler of the K'ai-
yüan Code, does use the term in a prayer dated 717 to the wall-and-moat
god of Ching-chou (Hupei): "The [gods of] hills and swamps circulate
life force (ch'i) to derive their efficacy. The wall-and-moat [gods] use
accumulated yin as power (te)."44 Chang explains why the god was
thought to be able to bring an end to rain: because the power of wall-
and-moat gods is based on yin forces and excessive rain is also caused by
yin, they can make the rain stop. The wall-and-moat god of Ching-chou
is analogous to the god of any hill or swamp; as mountain or swamp de-
ties guard specific mountains and swamps, wall-and-moat gods preside
over a city's walls. Chang does not refer to the wall-and-moat god as a
position held by a given deity.

Even in the late eighth or early ninth century, an anonymous author
of a Taoist text still felt the need to explain the origins of the wall-and-
moat god. The text purports to be Li Ch'üan-feng's (602–670) commen-
tary on a revelation given to the Taoist patriarch Chang Tao-ling at the
end of the second century.45 The author appends the following gloss on
the term "wall-and-moat" (ch'eng-huang):

The text above formerly just said earth shrines (she-miao). There was no
wall-and-moat god.

The wall-and-moat deity originated from the tomb of King Jui of Wu in
the middle of the Wu kingdom [the region just north of the Yangtze]. Subse-
sequently in the time of the Chin [265–419], the wall around the capital of
Wu that the prefect Liu Wen-ching was building reached the tomb. That
night the walls all collapsed, and the earth was completely removed by
shadow spirit troops. On the next day the wall could not be seen, and the
earth could not be obtained. The situation continued like this for seven or
eight more times.

The prefect then ordered his men at night to catch the offenders. Dur-
ing the night, one prince came out from the earth and was followed by sev-
eral tens of thousands of soldiers. Still, the man whom the masses had
grabbed cursed them saying: "I am King Jui of Wu. My tomb is two chang
[twenty feet] underneath the earth. How can your lordship cruelly build
over my tomb? Every night I have people make the walls collapse and have
the earth removed. There is no other evil being.

"If your lordship could move the wall and make it curve one hundred
paces away from my tomb, I would protect the wall and the lives of the peo-
ple and animals, and bring peace for generations."

The prefect accordingly left the tomb intact, moved the wall, and built
a temple. Thus originated the wall-and-moat divine officers.46

In this account the wall-and-moat god is not just a nameless god who
watches over the city walls. He has gained an identity. He is King Jui of
Wu, the ch'eng-huang god of this city. Like the legend of Varāravāna's

742 appearance, this is a just-so story that seeks to explain a real phe-
nomenon: the appearance of wall-and-moat gods all over China by the
eighty and ninth centuries. Lack of supporting documentation makes it
difficult to accept the author's claim that King Jui of Wu was the first
wall-and-moat god.

Sometime between the eighth and tenth centuries, the wall-and-
moat god began to be thought of as a position different gods could hold
in the underworld bureaucracy. In a commentary to instructions on how
to petition to expel evil gods and ghosts, the anonymous author of the
King Jui of Wu tale equates the relationship of wall-and-moat gods with
earth shrines (she-miao) to that of prefectures with counties: "Just as first
prefectures and then counties follow each other in eliminating evil-doers,
so too do the wall-and-moat and earth-shrine [gods] send these docu-
ments to each other in order to apprehend demons."47

Itinerant Taoists, like the unschooled Buddhists who told of gods
converting to Buddhism, probably encouraged the worship of wall-and-
moat gods as they were propagating their own version of hell.48 The par-
allel divine and bureaucratic hierarchies of later Taoism were not fully
worked out in the eighth century, but some Taoists seem to have
glimpsed the potential usefulness of city gods in their struggle to mark
themselves off from local cults. A given local god could be designated a
god of walls and moats and so be subsumed into a Taoist pantheon with-
out alienating any original devotees. Never shy about (though always
loath to admit) borrowing from their Buddhist colleagues, these Taoists
may have seen the city gods as a counterpart to monastic guardians.

Other T'ang sources indicate that the bureaucratic conception of the
wall-and-moat god was not limited to Taoists. One late-eighth-century
tale suggests the links between hell and the rise of the cult to the god of
walls and moats. A finance official from Hsüan-chou (Hsüan-ch'eng,
Anhwei) is prematurely summoned to the underworld, where the presid-

ing officer decides to send him back. The officer turns out to be a god of
walls and moats, who had himself served as the prefect of Hsüan-chou
before his death.49 A ninth-century account of a visit to hell, contained in
a Buddhist anthology, recounts that the wall-and-moat god who presided
over hell granted the narrator five more years of life.50 Finally, one tale
from the late ninth or early tenth century shows just how close the heav-
enly and earthly bureaucracies had become. As a Szechuanese merchant
was praying at the White Horse (Pai-ma) temple after his return from a
trip, he heard the god say: "'You and I have known each other for many
years now. I am about to leave this area. Accordingly I say goodbye to
you.' The surprised guest asked, 'Where are you going?' He replied, 'I
have been appointed to be a wall-and-moat god of Hunan. The emperor
has promoted me because of the slight virtue I showed to the people of
San-hsia.'"51 The bureaucratic analogy is complete. The god is not just
an individual who happens to be the wall-and-moat god of San-hsia. He actually has a term in office. As in the earthly bureaucracy, the wall-and-moat god serves at the pleasure of the emperor. And, as in the earthly bureaucracy, he is promoted on the basis of virtuous service.

If the wall-and-moat god served in a heavenly bureaucracy modeled on the earthly bureaucracy, what, then, did the earthly bureaucrats make of the wall-and-moat gods? Every indication is that before 900 T’ang bureaucrats paid little heed to them.

Li Yang-ping begins a 759 inscription from Chin-yin (Chekiang) by observing: “The wall-and-moat god is not in the register of sacrifices (ssu-tiien). His temples are located all over Wu-Yüeh [the Lower Yangtze valley].” Li’s observations mesh with what little is known about the circumscribed nature of the T’ang register of sacrifices. The register was a list of all local gods at whose temples officials were authorized to make offerings, usually in the fall and spring. By the Sung, being listed in the register also implied eligibility to receive government funds for temple repairs; it is not clear whether or not it meant this during the T’ang.

The evidence about granting titles to deities during the T’ang is sparse. The administrative code of the T’ang lists titles given to mountains and rivers, starting with the promotion of the god of the Lo River to marquis (hou) in 688. In 746 the marchmounts were given titles. In 747, the emperor explained: “Since the five marchmounts have already been enfeoffed as kings, the four rivers should be promoted to the rank of lord (kung).” The T’ang emperors saw themselves as innovators. The 748 edict promoting the Northern Peak (Heng Mountain in Shanxi) claims: “The former emperors did not make kings of the five peaks nor lords of the four rivers.” For the most part, the T’ang rulers seem to have limited themselves to giving nature gods titles, but other gods received titles as well, as Terry Kleeman shows in this volume.

The wall-and-moat gods may not have received titles, but they were worshiped all over the empire. Surviving prayers of T’ang officials indicate a wide geographic scope for the cult to the wall-and-moat god, encompassing temples in Chekiang, Hupeh, and Kwangsi. At the end of the T’ang, Li Shang-yin’s prayers show that the wall-and-moat gods continued to be associated with protecting cities. He wrote: “I reverently make offerings to the god of walls and moats who dredges moats and upholds the walls—the means to secure our borders.”

In the years before 900 the cult to the wall-and-moat gods seems to have survived without active government support. The situation began to change, possibly in the late T’ang, with a title grant in 898 to a wall-and-moat god in Hu-chou (Shensi), and certainly in the Five Dynasties period. In 908 the Latter Liang awarded the title of marquis to the wall-and-moat god of Yüeh-chou (Shao-hsing), who happened to be the former magistrate. In 934 the Latter T’ang promoted the wall-and-moat gods of Hangchow, Hu-chou, and Yüeh-chou. And, in 950, the wall-and-moat god of Meng-chou (Kwangsi) was rewarded for protecting his city from an attack by enemy troops. The awarding of titles fostered the continued growth of the cult in the early Sung. Ou-yang Hsiu included Li Yang-ping’s 759 comment about the register of sacrifices in his epigraphical catalogue and appended a note: “But now [in the mid-eleventh century], temples to the wall-and-moat god are not just in the Wu-Yüeh region. They are all over the empire, but there are few in counties [as opposed to prefectures].” The title granting of the Five Dynasties probably encouraged the cult, but through the first hundred years of Sung rule (960–1060), the designation of local gods as wall-and-moat gods remained on a largely ad hoc basis.

One tightly compressed inscription from the early eleventh century tells of a mother-son pair of gods with multiple identities, only one being that of wall-and-moat god. The mother became a vegetarian, Buddha-fearing dragon, her son, a god of walls and moats. The text begins by describing a mountain on which an official lived during the Three Kingdoms period. Following his death, his wife met and slept with an unidentified old man; their son was transformed into a dragon. In 589, the dragon-mother met a monk, asked to receive the precepts, and said she wanted to hear the dharma. So far the narrative follows the standard pattern for converting local gods. A monastery, containing a dragon hall, was founded on the site. In 619 the name of the prefecture was changed to T’ai-chou, and the ancient residence of the official was made into the new yamen. Everyone agreed that the dragon-mother’s son was the wall-and-moat god.

The mention of the wall-and-moat god comes out of nowhere. The author’s awkward attempt to make sense of the two gods’ changing roles highlights the fluid nature of divinity in the T’ang and the Sung. The career paths of the dragon god and his mother embody all the changes in the pantheon taking place before the eleventh century: the conversion of local gods to Buddhism as well as their assumption of positions as city gods.

The strong links between the monastery and the mother-son pair suggest that the resident Buddhists may have had something to do with the son’s appointment as god of walls and moats. It was yet another way to enhance the god’s following among the people of T’ai-chou. Not just the guardian of a monastery, the dragon son (like Vaiśrāvana) guarded other structures as well. By protecting the yamen, he became the god of walls and moats for the entire prefecture (and was thereby eligible for government funds). Might the idea of the god of walls and moats as a position to be held by a given deity—the dragon in this case—have been a transmutation of Vaiśrāvana and the monastic guardians?

Why would the T’ai-chou Buddhists label the dragon son a wall-and-moat god? Designation as a ch’eng-huang and placement in the government register of sacrifices offered real benefits. The dragon son was
awarded his first title during the Wu-Yüeh reign, received a plaque (the first stage of official recognition) in the Cheng-ho (1111–1117) reign, and was promoted in 1129, 1138, 1168, 1196, 1198, 1200, and 1204. A group of supporters must have been continuously petitioning local officials on his behalf. Other gods were being honored at the same time. Kuan Yü, the monastic guardian at Yü-ch’üan monastery, received his first title in 1069.  

Starting in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries, the government sharply increased its investment in local pantheons, as a comparison of the administrative law codes of the T’ang, Five Dynasties, and Sung shows. These codes, incomplete as they are, suggest the scope of government activity in the pre-Sung period; neither compilation lists more than twenty titles for the duration of the T’ang or Five Dynasties period.  

The incomplete lists of titles granted to deities in the Sung administrative law code total over two hundred pages, and they show that the number of titles granted in one year shot up in 1075 to thirty-seven and remained at a high level from then on. Local people petitioned for titles, and the government sent inspectors from neighboring prefectures to check the god’s claim to have performed miracles. Once they had confirmed the veracity of the miracles, they recommended the god’s promotion. Independent evidence confirms the expansion of the government’s role: the turn-around time between the appearance of a new god and the government’s award of a title shrank to a decade or two by the twelfth century. The Sung central government, pressed on its northern borders by Jurchen and then Mongol invaders and financially strapped as well, found the awarding of titles a good way to maintain a presence in local society. The express desire of the central government was to harness the god’s power.  

The increase in title-granting activity in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries was so sudden that one astute observer, Chao Yü-shih (1175–1231), wrote about the resulting variations in titles given to wall-and-moat gods: “Local wall-and-moat gods differ and are not of one type. Now these temples verge on being everywhere in the empire. Some have received name plaques from the central government, and some, noble ranks. Of those who have not yet received official titles, some have assumed the name of the god from neighboring prefectures, and some have taken a legendary appellation. Those in the prefectures differ, and those in the counties are not the same.” Chao hints at the ingenuity of the devotees of untitled gods: we may infer that the people whose gods did not have official titles would create a claim for their local god in the hope that he would eventually receive government recognition. There follows a long list of wall-and-moat gods with their inconsistent titles. Some had four-character titles, some two. Some were marquises, some kings. In the period between 1075 and the 1130s, officials at the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (T’ai-ch’ang su) who were in charge of issuing titles could hardly keep up with all the requests flooding their office. It was impossible for them to award the same kinds of titles to wall-and-moat gods, especially since their long and uneven development meant there were many different types: “P’eng-chou (Szechwan) not only has a ch’eng-huang temple, it also has a temple to the outer wall of the city (lo-ch’eng). Fen-i county of Yuan-chou (Kiangsi) not only has a ch’eng-huang temple, it also has a temple to the moat around the county government offices (hsien-huang). These are without precedent.” No wonder the Sung bureaucrats awarded these different wall-and-moat gods different titles!  

Like bureaucrats everywhere, the Sung officials in the title-granting branch of the government thought in specific categories. Two later compilations suggest that the category of wall-and-moat god took shape at the time of the expansion of the title-granting system at the end of the eleventh century. The Sung administrative code gives twenty-one different examples of temple plaques given to wall-and-moat gods in the period from 1102 to 1170. This list is incomplete, but the grouping together of the wall-and-moat gods testifies to the existence of a bureaucratic category. It is followed by lists of earth gods (tu-hi), dragon temples, hill gods, and water gods. The official history of the Sung confirms the existence of these categories, saying that “mountain and river gods, wall-and-moat gods, immortals and Buddhas, mountain gods, dragon gods, stream and river gods, as well as [the gods of] other small temples in counties and prefectures” who could respond with miracles to prayer all received titles. The twelfth century was a time of great government activity and correspondingly high awareness on the part of devotees. Only a few years after the increase in government grants, devotees dreamt of gods who asked them for government titles. In making their petitions to the government, a given god’s followers indicated a thorough, even competitive, knowledge of the titles neighboring gods had. In 1270, when the people of South Bank (Nan-hsün) township in Hu-chou, Chekiang, petitioned the government to include two local gods in the register of sacrifices, they said: “For example, the local god of New Market (Hsin-shih) township, in Te-ch’ing county, is also administered by this prefecture. The local god of that township has already been granted a temple plaque. Only South Bank has not yet carried out the procedures to get the earth god into the register of sacrifices. It really is a gap in the register of sacrifices.”

Because a god who fits into a preexisting category had a much better chance of being given a title, devotees realized that labeling a local god a wall-and-moat god might help to get him (or her) a title.
THE WALL-AND-MOAT GODS AND TAOIST PANTHEONS

The devotees of popular gods were not alone in their desire to play the government title-granting system. The government's system was so influential that Taoist Celestial Heart (T'ien-hsin) masters decided to use it to differentiate between legitimate and illicit gods rather than confining themselves to strictly Taoist standards. Permissible or legitimate gods (cheng-shen) were those in the government's register of sacrifices, impermissible gods, those outside it. The author of the first T'ien-hsin ritual compendium (preface dated 1116), Yuan Miao-tsung (fl. 1086–1116), had been an itinerant Taoist. Like the earlier Buddhist monks who found it easier to convert local deities than to tear down their temples, Yuan proposed a simple approach: wholesale adoption of the government's register of sacrifices.

Other T'ien-hsin compilations accepted Yuan's standard. A spirit code that applies penal law to the gods says: "Any spirit whom the nation does not record in the register of sacrifices, who wildly brings spiritual retribution or deceives the people and makes unauthorized good or ill fortune, shall be exiled to a distance of three thousand li [one thousand miles]." Here, of course, is the classic Taoist stance: the practitioner, who ranks above popular deities, is therefore entitled to issue orders to them and to punish them. One text in the late Yuan compilation Tao-ja bui-yüan (A corpus of Taoist ritual) is addressed to the "legitimate (cheng) deities who hold official appointment and are entitled to receive bloody offerings from a district." By the Sung, Taoists, having reconciled themselves to the fact that most popular gods ate meat, incorporated these gods into their pantheons, although far below Taoist immortals and purer deities.

A biography written in 1274 of Marshal Wen Ch'iuang (b. 702) expresses one Taoist attitude toward popular deities perfectly. In 961 a drought occurred in Wen-chou (Chekiang), Marshal Wen's hometown. People prayed to the God of the Eastern Peak, but a cloud appeared with Marshal Wen's name written on it. Then it rained, and the local people wanted to build a temple to him. Marshal Wen possessed a commoner and said: "I do not value temple offerings and official titles. If you want to reward my merit, please don't petition the [earthly] court." He feared that the emperor would grant him a title. This is the final twist in the Taoists' attempt to coexist with the government register of sacrifices. Marshal's Wen's refusal to become a popular god—to enjoy food offerings, receive a government title, or have a temple—came to the attention of his superiors, and he enjoyed a successful career in the Taoist bureaucracy. In fact, his promotion within the Taoist hierarchy hinged on his very refusal to accept the trappings of popular worship.

Given the craze for government titles and recognition sweeping early-twelfth-century China, it made no sense for Taoists to try to impose their own standard of orthodoxy. They lacked the financial and human resources to carry out canonization procedures on the scale that the government did, and there was no guarantee that anyone would value their rankings anyway. Hung Mai's Record of the Listener (I-chien chih), which allows glimpses of popular understanding that sources in the Taoist canon rarely do, tells of one god who valued his government title more highly than a Taoist title. In 1130, Erh-lang, who had a temple in Lang-chou county, Szechwan, appeared in a dream to an official and said: "I formerly received the rank of king. I descended to deal with worldly things; accordingly, my post was to govern everything, good and bad fortune, winning and losing. In 1110 the emperor [Hui-tsung] changed my title to immortal. Although the name was pure and reverent, my power was dissipated. No one has come to ask me about the myriad affairs of humans." Once the god's original title was restored to him, his powers returned as well. The populace did not necessarily share the Taoist view that the higher up in the Taoist order, the better.

The wall-and-moat god happened to hold a position in Taoist pantheons and to be a lay deity as well. Taoist sources from the Sung testify to the existence of complex pantheons with the God of the Eastern Peak (or the Jade Emperor) at the top, then the wall-and-moat god, and then the earth gods. The T'ien-hsin practitioners even used the correct bureaucratic verbs to petition (tsou) the divine emperor, make requests to (shen) the God of the Eastern Peak, and inform (tieh) the city gods.

This Taoist pantheon was thought to work with a fine precision. The practitioner had only to identify the official who presided over the particular problem he confronted and petition him with the appropriate forms, and the god would respond. It was a nice scheme, but the people of the Sung did not necessarily accept it. In 1195, Hung Mai states, a malaria victim secretly spent the night at a temple to the wall-and-moat god in the hope that his illness would be cured. He dreamt that he saw the wall-and-moat god addressing seven or eight yellow-robed subordinates: "I have received the emperor's edict to spread plague in this area. You are each the earth god of one district. How dare you delay?" Only one earth god protested, saying the people in his district were virtuous and should not be punished. The wall-and-moat god responded: "This is a celestial command. You are a lowly functionary. You must carry out this order." He then granted the earth god's request that he fill his quota only with young children. When the plague broke out, people of all ages were struck in other districts, but only the children in that particular district fell sick. On their recovery, the local people collected money to build a temple to the earth god.

Because Hung Mai identified the narrator, Chou Weng, only as a
Soochow resident, he must not have been a Taoist practitioner. He clearly viewed the earth gods as subordinate to the god of walls and moats, and the latter in turn as subordinate to the emperor. On first reading, this tale confirms the acceptance of Taoist rankings of the gods in the popular mind. Certainly the god of walls and moats seems to outrank earth gods and to be able to issue orders to them. But, on reflection, it turns out that actual performance of the god is more important than purported rank. In the Soochow plague it was a lowly earth god who protected his devotees from the officious wall-and-moat god and the blood-thirsty emperor. After the plague abated, everyone raised money to build a temple to thank the earth god—not the god of walls and moats and not the emperor—for his kindness. The narrator did not care where a given god ranked in Taoist pantheons. His main concern, like that of laypersons throughout the T'ang and the Sung, was performance. The god who could respond to prayer, who could prevent (or at least minimize) the plague, was the god who deserved to be rewarded. And if that god happened to rank lower than another in Taoist pantheons, so be it.

CONCLUSION

It is common knowledge that the introduction of Buddhism marked a new era in Chinese history. The influence of Indian culture was felt not just in religion but in Chinese painting, sculpture, music, and literature—in all of the high arts. Less commonly acknowledged are the effects of Indian and Central Asian culture on Chinese mass culture.

In the pre-Buddhist period, laypersons worshiped a variety of gods, of whom nature deities and former humans were the most important. Throughout the T'ang, the Five Dynasties, and the Sung, members of the Buddhist, Taoist, and Confucian establishments struggled to come to terms with these indigenous gods. Early on they tore down temples to unclean gods and tried to replace them with gods more to their liking. Later, monks had visions in which these gods renounced a meat diet and accepted Buddhist precepts. Laypersons began to worship bodhisattvas like Kuan-yin and Mañjuśrī.

Buddhist monks also introduced the cult of the guardian of the north, Vaiśravana, an originally Indian deity who was very popular in Khotan. In China, this same god, Pi-sha-men, often held a stūpa in his right hand, indicating his role as the guardian of the dharma, and his shrines were located next to the gates of monasteries. He also protected cities, and his temples were often built in the watchtowers on the northwest corner of city walls.

In the pre-Buddhist period, the Chinese had prayed to unnamed deities of city gates. Following the introduction of the cult to Pi-sha-men, and the proliferation of monastic guardians, wall-and-moat gods gained in popularity. Low-level monks, Taoist practitioners, and Confucian officials—possibly following the lead of Pi-sha-men—also assigned local gods positions in different hierarchies. Some gods like Kuan Yü assumed posts as monastic guardians, some like the dragon son of T'ai-chou, as wall-and-moat gods. Like Pi-sha-men, the wall-and-moat gods were associated with city walls. Like Pi-sha-men, they guarded cities. And also like Pi-sha-men, they had specific identities, often related to their preapotheosis lives. By the early tenth century, the wall-and-moat god had become the bureaucratic god with which we are so familiar today. He served a given term as wall-and-moat god and was promoted within the divine hierarchy on the basis of his performance.

Because the massive expansion of title granting in the eleventh century presented devotees with an opportunity to further honor their gods, many seized the chance to present local gods as wall-and-moat gods. Relabeling local gods proved to be a far more successful strategy than suppressing them; offering them tangible benefits was even more successful. As a result, local gods assumed office in pantheons all over China by the end of the thirteenth century and retained them in the centuries to follow.
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GLOSSARY

An-hsi 安西
chang 太
Chang Chi-lung 張九齡
Chang Shang-yang 張商英
Chang Tao-lung 張祖陳
Chang Yüeh 張說
Chao Yu-shih 趙與時
cheng-fa 正法
cheng-shen 正神
c'eng-huang (shen) 城隍 (神)
c'eng-lou 城樓
c'eng-men 城門
c'eng-tu t'ien-wang 城闕天王
Chi Cha 季札
Chi-k'u-lu pa-wei 集古錄跋尾
Chi-wen 纪聞
chi 之
c'hia-t'ai Wu-hsing chih 嘉泰呂興志
Chia-ting Ch'i-ch'eng chih 嘉定赤城志
Chiang-su chi-shih chih 江蘇金石志
ch'i-ech-lan shen 伽藍神
Chien-ch'eng 建成
Chih-i 齊譜
Chih-p'an 真卿
Chih-ch'eng-chi 赤城集
Chin 今
Chin-shih ts'ai-pien 金石萃編
Chin-so liu-chu yin 金鎖流珠引
Chin-yün 細音
Ch'in-t'ing ch'iu T'ang-wen 錢唐全唐文
Ching-t'ing Yiin-chou hsü chih 景定癸酉集志
Ching-yang Hsü chen-chün chuan 順陽許真君傳
Chin Wua-tai shih 勝三代史
Chou Weng 明哲
Ch'un-ch'iu tso-chuan cheng-i 春秋外傳正義
Er-hang 二郎
Fa-ch'eng 斐成
fo-fa 佛法
Fo-ts'ung t'eng-chi 佛祖統紀
Han Yü 韓愈
hua 侯
hsiang-fa 像法
Hsiang-yü 羅羽
Hsiao Sung 盧嵩
hsien-huang 廪侯
Hsien-shih 新市
Hsing-T'ang 諧朗
Hsin-ch'en shih-shu 修真十書
Hsi Sun 許隱
Hsian-tsung 玄宗
Hu-fa shen 惠法神
Hu-pei sheng t'ung chih 湖北省儀志
Hui-lin 惠林
I-ching 義淨
I-ch'ien chih yin-i 一切經音義
I-chien chih 玉篇志
I-hsing 一行
I-yüan 玉苑
Jih-tsung 伎牒
Jui 俊
Ju-fa shih 瑞像
jung 允
Kao-tsu 高祖
Ko Hsüan 考玄
Ko Hung 柯洪
Ku Yeh-wang 龜野王
Kuan-t'ing 溟頂
Kuan-yin 觀音
Kuan Yü 闕羽
kung 公
Kuo-ch'ing pai-lu 國清百錄
Kuo Hsü 顧虛
kuo-t'u 勝土
li 里
Li Ch'un-feng 李淳風
Li Fang 李芳
Li Fa-yao 李百藥
Li Ping 李冰
Li Shang-yin 李商隱
Li Te-lin 李德林
Li Yang-ping 李陽冰
Liang-Che shih-shih 粟漬金石志
Ling-pao 靈寶
Liu Wen-ching 劉文铮
lo-ch'eng 烏城
Lü-i-chi 體異記
Matsu 娘姐
Mo-fa 末法
Mu-an Shan-ch'ing 維庵善卿
Mu-jung Yen 喜容嚴
Nan-ch'u hsin-wen 南楚新聞
Nan-hsüan 南選
Ou-yang Hsing 歐陽修
Pa-ch'ung shih-chin-chih-pu-cheng 八瓊室石笥補正
Pai-ma 白馬
Pai Yü-ch'ang 白玉舫
Pao-ying lu 報應錄
Pei-ch'i shu 北齊書
Pei-fang Pi-sha-men t'ien-wang sii-chin bu-fa chen-yen 北方昆沙門天王隨軍護法真言
Pei-fang Pi-sha-men t'ien-wang sii-chin bu fa-i-kuei 北方昆沙門天王隨軍護法儀軌
Pei-fang Pi-sha-men To-wen-pao-tsang t'ien-wang-shen miao-t'ou-lo-ni pieh-hsing i-kuei 北方昆沙門多聞寶蔵天王神妙陀羅尼別行儀軌
P'eng Shu-hsia 彭叔夏
Pi-cha-men 昆沙門
Pi-sha-men i-kuei 昆沙門儀軌
Pi-sha-men t'ien-wang-ching 昆沙門天王燈
Pi-t'ai lu 寶退錄
Pu-k'ung 不空
San-shan-chih 三山志
Shan-yu shih-k'o ts'ung-pien 山右石刻圖編
Shang-ch'ing ku-sui ling-wen kuei-lü 上清骨髓靈文鬼律
Shang-ch'ing T'ien-hsin ching-fa 上清天心正法
She-chi 社稷
She-miao 社廟
Shen (god, deity) 神
Shen (make requests to) 申
Shen-hsien chuan 神仙傳
Shen-hsien t'ung-chien 神仙通鑑
Shen-hsia 神秀
Shih-chia-mou-ni ju-lai hsiang-fa mteh-chin chih chi 釋迦牟尼如來佛法藏之紀
Shih-min 世民
Shih-san ching chu-shu 十三經注疏
Ssu-tien 祀典
Ssu-t'ien-wang 四天王
Ssu-yung 四嶽, 四靈
Tsui T'ien-t'ai chih-chih ta-shih pieh-chuan 陳天台智者大師別傳
Sung kao-seng chuan 宋高僧傳
Ta-fang-teng-ta-chi-ching 大方等大集經
Ta-kuang-chih 大廣智
Ta Sung seng-chih liu 大宋僧史略
Ta T'ang hsii-yi chi 大唐西域記
Ta T'ang k'ei-yiuan li 大唐開元禮
Ta T'ang liu-tien 大唐六典
Tai-tsun ch'ao tseng ssu-k'ung ta-pien-cheng Kuang-chih San-tang ho-shang piao chih chi 代宗朝僧司空大辟正廣智三藏和上表制集
T'ai 素
T'ai-ch'ang ssu 太常司
T'ai-chou chin-shih-lyu 台州金石錄
T'ai-p'ing yai-lan 太平御覽
T'ai-shang chu-kwo chu-min tsung-ch'en pi-yao 太上錫國教民總真秘要
T'ang hui-yao 唐會要
Tao fa hui-yr’an 道法會元
Tao hsüan 道宣
e 德
Te' ch'hi shang-chiang Wen T'ai-pao chuan 地祇上將太保傳
Ti Jen-ch'ieh 神人傑
Ti-tsang 地藏
tieh 倖
Tien-hsin 天心
Tien-t'ai 天台
Ts'an-ning 龍寧
Ts'a'o Yuan-chung 唐元忠
Ts'ao-fu yuan-kuei 唐府元緯
Tsou 姚
Tsü-t'ung shih-yuan 祖庭事苑
Tu-chien 獨健
T'hu-hua chien-wen chih 圖會見聞誌
T'ui-ti 土地
Tung Kao 玉軒
Tseh-chih t'ung-chien 資治通鑑
Wang Ch'in-jo 王欽若
Wang P'u 王溥
Wen Ch'ung 溫璞
Wen-yüan ying-hua 文苑英華
Wu 吳
Wu-hsing chang-ku chi 吳興集故集
Wu-hsing chin-shih chi 吳興金石記
Wu-kou 吳會
Wu-tai hui-yao 五代會要
Wu T'ai-po 吳太伯
Wu Tzu-hsü 伍子胥
Wu-Yüeh 吳越
Yin 尹
Yin P'ei-ch'un 尹衷均
Ying-ch'eng 翁城
Yung-ch'eng 郁城
Yu 昇
Yu-ch'üan 玉泉
Yu-tien 宇田
Yüan-chao 焉照
Yüan Miao-tsung 元妙宗
Yüeh-chung chin-shih chi 越中金石志
Yüeh-tsang ching 月藏經